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It is the third installment in the Escape Plan film series. Escape Plan: The Extractors received
more positive reviews compared to the previous film. In Los Angeles , Breslin crosses paths
with Shen Lo a former bodyguard who used to work under Zhang Innovations; both men are on
the trail of Daya's father Wu Zhang, whose company is responsible for building covert prisons
around the world. They meet with Breslin's associates â€” his girlfriend Abigail, Hush, and
Jules â€” when Yung arrives with the flash drive. It contains a video message from Lester Clark,
Jr. Abigail is also abducted, and Wu, having arrived in Mansfield to meet with police, receives a
video call from Lester. When Lester threatens the prisoners, Daya's colleague Wong agrees to
give him access to Zhang's technology, but another hostage is killed. Hush surveils the prison
by drone , and its thermal imaging camera reveals Lester has created his own black site. Breslin
infiltrates the compound through the sewers while Shen and Yung approach the outer walls.
Alerted to their presence, Lester leaves Daya atop the wall as bait. Shen tries to hold position
and wait for Breslin after realizing it's a trap, but Yung charges recklessly ahead against Shen's
protests, and he and Shen are subdued by land mines and captured. Lester reveals the flash
drive was a tracker that led his men to Abigail, and deduces that Shen and Daya are in love. He
executes Yung, and taunts Breslin by video call, cutting Abigail's throat. Breslin proceeds
through the compound, killing Lester's henchmen including Frankie and Sonny. Shen steals a
guard's stun gun as he is taken to the cells, using it to start a fire; he melts his restraints and
subdues the guards in the smoke. He frees Daya, but they are confronted by more guards.
DeRosa arrives, killing the guards with incendiary rounds. In the ensuing chaos, DeRosa kills
Ralf one of Lester's top henchmen in a brutal fist fight and Shen kills Silva another of Lester's
top henchmen in a brutal hand to hand fight while rescuing Daya and Wong Daya's friend and
Zhang Innovations technology analyst. Trapped in a shootout with Lester in the upper cells,
Breslin is wounded and disarmed, but manages to overpower Lester before telling him that
killing Abigail tore him apart and slits his throat, telling him it felt like that. Breslin ends up
throwing him off the walkway, avenging Abigail. Returning to Mansfield, Daya coldly greets her
father, now aware of the true nature of his business, before leaving with Shen. DeRosa comforts
Breslin over Abigail's death, urging him to forgive himself and Breslin decides to retire.
Development was first announced in April , when Stallone said while filming Escape Plan 2:
Hades that a third installment in this franchise was on its way. In August , casting was
underway for extras and speaking roles. The producers aimed for actors with MMA experience,
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the original Escape Plan was a success. Ray Breslin in the first two movies is a very precise
person. Spends weeks and months planning everything to the tee. The fun of those movies is
seeing a guy with a small team beat super sophisticated attempts to trap and imprison him. In
this movie Ray runs headlong into obvious traps with at best 5 minutes of planning. Not only
that but the bad guys who have planned for people to try and breach their prison so well they
catch two of the team without even seeing them and then knowing Breslin is listening kill one of
the guys and make Breslin watch them kill his girl. Up till now these bad guys have seemed to
be pretty good strategists. Then for seemingly no reason they wander down to get Breslin one
at a time and get taken out Then to top it all off a lone guy with a shotgun just walks in from
nowhere and starts killing the badguys. I thought the ONLY way in was the sewer? Not only all
this but the SFX team was terrible. You see far better digital squibs on Youtube videos and
some of the explosion FX were so so cheesy. There are B movies then there are movies like
this. Escape plan and even Escape Plan 2 were low budget and yet did a decent job making an
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by far the worst of the three. This movie is far better than it deserves to be. While the second
film was VOD trash, Escape Plan 3 is a flick where you can tell everyone is putting their hearts
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could be in a "John Wick" movie and the plot is fast and brutal and just what this franchise
needed. This movie also has a secret weapon and his name is Devon Sawa. He's brilliantly
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or turns. Just a team going into a old Russian prison to rescue some people. Good set up in this
one i really am glad theyre keeping these going even though these last 2 werent Hollywood
promoted releases and went DTV. Stallone delivers as always a really good performance and his
team is good as well with lots of great action sequences. My only complaint is there is no
subtitles when the movie is playing and some of the dialogue is in Chinese. So word to the wise
put on your subtitles before you watch. Regardless it is a good movie im hoping there will be a
part 4!! Not much of a plot, generic budget type movie is what vibes I got. Usually like Stallone.
He is still in great shape for a 73 yr old actor. I love Sylvester Stallone and the Escape Movies.
This one was really good. It had the most action of them all. Lots of action. No sex. A few
shirtless male torso shots. Some crude language, but not a constant stream of it. A bit
gruesome in spots, but this is an action film for adults. Nicely done movie that we'll watch again
many times. Not nearly as good as the original "Escape Plan" but far better than "Escape Plan
2", this movie had a little of everything in it, including some decent martial arts choreographed
fight scenes. Being a fan of Dave Bautista as "Batista" the former pro wrestler, I would have
enjoyed seeing him do more than the roughly 14 seconds of "fighting". Now it seems he's
content to let his character just carry a big gun around and shoot people instead of going
through the actual physical demands of a real action scene. Psst, Dave The storyline was pretty
elastic - had a LOT of stretch in it - but when you're just wanting to veg for a couple hours, it
made for a good action movie. You have to learn to separate yourself from the movie critic
sitting in the chair with you if you hope to enjoy this movie. The main thing I had a real beef with
was the scenes with the flashlights; extremely annoying as well as very distracting. These
extended scenes played havoc with even MY eyesight, and in reality - because the prison was
illuminated enough for people to move around - I didn't understand the need for the characters
to be skulking around with these flashlights. The camera work was extremely poor, as these
strobes kept shining directly into the camera, making it difficult to see the scenery around and
as I've already mentioned really doing a number on your vision. I enjoyed the movie, and was
pleasantly surprised and satisfied with how it ended. My only complaint was really about the
scenes that incorporated those annoying flashlights. Bad bad bad idea See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. I'm really not sure how this series of films has managed to spawn
itself into a trilogy. I mean the first film with Sly and Arnie was average, something that arrived
way too late in their action careers. The second was terrible and the third?????? I'm a bit
confused. Escape Plan 3 is most definitely aimed at the international market, mainly China. But
the problem is not that it's not a major blockbuster, no, it's yet again a film that thinks it can be
good if it's shot well which this is but this will never make up for no name bad actors all with
designer stubble or vanity beards. There are nearly 40 producers, endless film company logos
that take 90 seconds to get through pre-credits! The main Chinese actor is apparently a major
star. I'm not sure in what capacity because I couldn't tell if was a bloke or a woman half the
time! In fairness, Stallone does a decent job, still very convincing and has a pretty brutal violent
fight scene. And he does away with a couple of baddies effectively. I just don't see where he
thought this franchise was going? Stallone has already conquered the action world and he has
enough credibility to try new things that may not work. But fair play, he is putting things out
there for other non American audiences. I just wonder if he should have bought Arnie back?
Now, you know the press star ratings that are plastered all over Blu-ray covers, ruining the
artwork. On Escape plan 3, there is a four star rating They even claimed Elvis was alive and well
living in a double decker bus on the moon! And we all know the entire cast if Brookside were
homosexual martians! Down the Pan. Just a grimy, no fun at all 90 minutes spent with miserable
characters who operate in underlit locations without any sense of humour whatsoever. Sure,
Stallone is always worth his weight in gold and I would never knock him - but why he feels the
need to appear in dreck like this is beyond me. One person found this helpful. Not as good as
the first or second film. The first one was clever and used their intelligence to get out. The
second one was good but stallone wasnt in it that much. This one i enjoyed but its more of a
straight action movie. Stallone looks tired even the fight scene was straight forward with the
baddie not putting up much resistance. Think some of the fight scenes were to show off their
talent. Wrestling and martial arts though i did enjoy these scenes the best. Report abuse. Only
given 3 stars as whilst stalone is still bad ass in this it is an absolutely awfull film compared to
the original escape plan with Sylvester and Arnold and even escape plan 2 was better than this
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